Welcome to our new monthly eNews.

We're excited to share impact stories and the latest news in an easy-read format. It takes a hive mind to solve the issues facing honey bees today. Project Apis m. supporters are doing just that. Hundreds of honey bee health research projects. Forage programs spanning 12 states. Millions of dollars invested by generous people and organizations who believe protecting managed honey bees and all pollinators is urgent. Appropriately, this month's theme is Collaboration.

Enjoy reading and let us know what you think!

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS

The Apiarist and Orchardist Accord

A good relationship between beekeepers and farmers is the linchpin to protect bee health and promote robust pollination. This historic collaboration finds multiple benefits in communication and cover crops. John and Jason Miller of Miller Honey Bees and Nick Edsall of Bullseye Farms share their advice.

READ MORE
Healthier hives and healthier beekeeping businesses need healthy queen bees. Dr. Pettis’ research exemplifies applying scientific research to a problem which is effecting honey bees and agriculture in a tangible way.

READ MORE

Broker Challenge

The annual almond pollination event is now in our back pocket. Many bee brokers and keepers have met the challenge and contributed $1 per hive to Project Apis m. to fund practical research and bee forage. Their impact: help mitigate some of the toughest problems that plague our bees.

Their impact: help mitigate the toughest problems that plague our bees. Our sincere thanks to Joe Traynor and Pat Heitkam for leading the way!

DONATE NOW

Loss Survey Results: What Can We Say?

US Beekeepers report over 40% annual loss in the Bee Informed Partnership’s 2017-2018 survey. This survey, now in it’s 12th year, highlights the continued struggles of beekeepers nationwide and reflects the large time and financial investments that are needed to maintain a pollinator force for our agricultural system.

READ MORE

Wisdom from the Hive Mind

Do you have a comment or suggestion that you’d like to share related to honey bee health, our research or forage programs or a burning question you’ve always wanted to ask a beekeeper or researcher? What topics are you most interested in? Follow the link here.
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